Traditional neuroimaging techniques restrict movement and make it difficult to study the processes that require oral, upper limb, or lower limb motor execution. Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is an optical neuroimaging modality that measures brain oxygenation and permits movement during data acquisition. A key limitation of fNIRS, however, is the lack of a standard method to coregister quantitative fNIRS measurements to structural images such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Additionally, fNIRS-MRI coregistration studies have not been reported in older adults. METHODS: fNIRS and structural MRI were acquired from 30 nondemented older adults. Sixteen fNIRS channels that assess hemodynamic changes in the prefrontal cortex (PFC; an area crucial in various age-related processes) were coregistered to structural MRI. Vitamin E capsules were used to mark the locations of fNIRS detectors and light sources on the scalp. We used the balloon-inflation algorithm to project fNIRS channel locations on the scalp to underlying cortical surface. RESULTS: We provide coordinates for the 16 fNIRS channels in the PFC on the cortical surface in both MNI and Talairach spaces, with minimal variability that is within the spatial resolution of our fNIRS system.
Background
Traditional neuroimaging techniques, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), restrict movement and make it difficult to study processes that involve any form of motoric output, such as walking and speaking. An emerging neuroimaging technique called functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) addresses this challenge. 1, 2 fNIRS is a noninvasive, optical neuroimaging technique that, like fMRI, measures the hemodynamic response. fNIRS is portable, relatively inexpensive, and does not restrict movement. In addition, it provides high temporal resolution and direct measurements of changes in concentrations of blood chromophores, or oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin molecules (oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb, respectively), which may better elucidate the nature of the hemodynamic response than the fMRI blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal. 3, 4 An fNIRS system contains light sources (ie, light-emitting diode [LED] ) and detectors that cover the scalp. Each sourcedetector pair creates a "channel" that can be used to monitor the cortical areas that lie around the midpoint between the pair by strategically adjusting the distance between them. In the past two decades, fNIRS has been increasingly used to study various cognitive functions, including but not limited to motor skills, 5, 6 vision, 7, 8 hearing, 9 speech, 10 social, 11 learning, 12 emotion, [13] [14] [15] and executive functions. [16] [17] [18] Still, fNIRS is not without its disadvantages. While fNIRS systems vary, compared to fMRI, they typically provide poor spatial resolution of brain regions that are limited by area and depth. Furthermore, there is currently no standard method to register to structural images such as MRI. The lack of spatial information makes interpretation of fNIRS data less meaningful. The current study seeks to address this weakness. The fNIRS-MRI coregistration literature is scarce. 19 A pioneering study by Okamoto and colleagues proposed a manual projection method, 20 which they used to identify brain coordinates that corresponded to the International 10-20 system positions, (an electrode labeling system for electroencephalography). 21, 22 The researchers drew a normal line from each scalp location to the nearest cortical surface. A major limitation of this method was that it was time-consuming and potentially error-prone, emphasizing the need for methods that automatize the process.
The same research team later followed up with a study that examined the utility of automatic projection algorithms 23 and compared their results to those of Okamoto et al. 20 The authors examined three different algorithms and concluded that the balloon-inflation algorithm appeared to be the most efficient and better represented the underlying cortical structure.
Both aforementioned coregistration approaches required individual structural MRIs. Virtual registration methods were later developed to register stand-alone fNIRS data. These methods utilized a reference database of MRIs and established coordinates of the 10-20 system electrode positions by Okamoto et al. 20, [24] [25] [26] [27] Virtual registration employs probabilistic registration based on three or four landmark positions on the scalp. It is used in various existing fNIRS software packages, such as HomER2, 28 fNIRS SPM, 29 and POTATo. 30 To our knowledge, fNIRS-MRI coregistration has never been conducted in older adults; all coregistration studies reviewed thus far included only young and middle-aged adults. This is a critical limitation because aging has significant effects on brain morphology [31] [32] [33] [34] and on functional responses to cognitive task demands. 31, 35, 36 Specifically, the prefrontal cortex (PFC) deteriorates the most rapidly. 31, 34, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] This region is associated with executive functions-a number of higher order cognitive processes that are used to complete complex goaldirected behaviors, such as planning, working memory, attention, reasoning, and problem-solving. 42, 43 Recent fNIRS studies have also provided strong evidence for the critical role the PFC plays in cognitive control of mobility in older adults. 44, 45 Furthermore, previously established coordinates for fNIRS channels corresponded to the International 10-20 system, which limits the ability to apply those coordinates to more specific brain regions.
To address the limitation mentioned above and fill a critical gap of knowledge in the literature, the current study applied existing coregistration and image-processing methods to coregister fNIRS channels in the PFC to subject-specific structural MRIs in nondemented older adults. The study was designed to provide useful spatial information for stand-alone fNIRS in future studies for the aging population.
Methods Participants
A subsample of 37 nondemented older adults from an ongoing cohort study, entitled "Central Control of Mobility in Aging" (CCMA), 46, 47 with fNIRS recordings and structural MRI images, was used in the current investigation. The primary aims of the CCMA study are to determine cognitive and brain predictors of mobility in aging. Additional details of the CCMA study design have been reported elsewhere. 46, 47 Briefly, CCMA recruited nondemented community-dwelling older adults (age 65+) residing in Yonkers, NY. Prospective participants were first contacted via mail then over the phone. A structured telephone screening interview was administered to potential participants to assess for eligibility. The telephone interview consisted of verbal consent, a brief medical history questionnaire, mobility questions, 48 and validated cognitive screens to exclude dementia. 49, 50 General exclusion criteria included severe auditory or visual loss, recent hospitalization that affects mobility, living in a nursing home, serious chronic or acute illness (eg, cancer), and presence of dementia or other neurodegenerative disease. After completing the telephone interview, eligible individuals were scheduled for two in-person visits at the research center. During the visits, participants received comprehensive neuropsychological, cognitive, psychological, and mobility assessments as well as a structured neurological examination. CCMA participants are followed longitudinally at yearly intervals. Upon the completion of the second study visit, a subset of interested participants was recruited for this study, which involved fNIRS and MRI acquisition. Specific MRI exclusion criteria included left-handedness, claustrophobia, surgically implanted metallic devices (eg, pacemaker) and presence of neurological gait disorder (eg, neuropathy). Written informed consent was obtained for each participant during the first in-person visit and approved by the university's institutional review board. Seven participants were excluded from analysis due to significant shift of fNIRS probe markers. A final sample of 30 participants was used in the current study.
Procedure fNIRS Acquisition
The fNIRS-1000 imager (fNIR Devices, LLC, Photomac, MD) was used in the current study to assess changes in the hemodynamic activity in the PFC of participants. The fNIRS system consists of a flexible sensor (102 gr) that was placed on the participants' forehead using standard procedures, a control box for data acquisition and a computer for data collection and storage. The system can collect data at a sampling rate of 2 Hz. The fNIRS sensor consists of four LED light sources and 10 photodetectors that cover the forehead using 16 channels, with a sourcedetector separation of 2.5 cm (see Fig 1) . The light sources on the sensor (Epitex Inc. type L4×730/4×805/4×850-40Q96-I) contain three built-in LEDs having peak wavelengths at 730, 805, and 850 nm, with an overall outer diameter of 9.2 ± .2 mm. The photodetectors (Bur Brown, type OPT101) are monolithic photodiodes with a single supply transimpedance amplifier. The light source emits a ray of light with wavelengths near the infrared spectrum at the scalp. The skin, bone, and nervous tissues are mostly transparent in this spectrum, whereas the oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb are stronger absorbers of light. After interacting with the chromophores, the light travels back to the detectors on the scalp in a banana-shaped photon path. The concentrations of the chromopores are calculated using the modified Beer-Lambert law,
where G is a constant that accounts for measurement geometry, I O is light source intensity, α deoxyHb and α oxyHb are molar extinction coefficients, and C deoxyHb and C oxyHb are concentrations of deoxy-Hb and oxy-Hb. Light sources and detectors are built on a flexible printed circuit board, which is covered by silicone for sealing, durability, comfort, and hygiene. Since the fNIRS sensor is flexible, the components can move and adapt to the various contours of the participants' foreheads, allowing the sensor elements to maintain an orthogonal orientation to the skin surface, improving light coupling efficiency and signal strength. There is a standard sensor placement procedure followed in all of our studies. The fNIRS is placed on the forehead so that the horizontal symmetry axis central (y-axis) coincides with symmetry axis of the head (ie, in between the eyes). On the vertical axis, the sensor is positioned right above the eyebrows in relation to the International 10-20 system so that FP1 and FP2 marker locations are approximately positioned on the bottom channel row level. 50 Given the sensitivity of the fNIRS recording device, the lighting in the test room was reduced such that the mean illumination of the forehead was approximately 150 lux, which is about one-third of typical office lighting. Vitamin E capsules were placed on the four corner detectors and four LED light sources in the middle to indicate locations. These markers were later visible on the structural MRI scans.
Structural MRI Acquisition
MRI scanning was performed with a Philips 3T Achieva Quasar TX multinuclear MRI/MRS system equipped with a Dual Quasar High Performance Gradient System, 32-channel broadband digital RF system, Quadrature T/R Head Coil, RapidView reconstructor, Intera Achieva ScanTools Pro R2.5 Package, NetForum and ExamCards, and SENSE parallel imaging capability. T1-weighted whole-head structural images were acquired using axial 3D-MP-RAGE parameters over a 240 mm FOV and 1.0 mm isotropic resolution, TE = 4.6 ms, TR = 9.9 ms, α = 80, with SENSE factor 2.5. Figure 2 summarizes the steps involved in data processing and analysis.
Data Processing and Analysis

Determination of Channel Locations
On the structural MRI, fiducial markers of the four corner detectors and four middle LED light sources were visible for further processing (see Fig 3) . Using MRIcron (http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/), implemented with MATLAB R2011b (Mathworks, Natick, MA), the world coordinates (in mm) of the markers were visually obtained from the structural MRI. Then, using the fixed distance between each source-detector pair, the unmarked detectors were calculated linearly (see Fig 1) . If the derived detector location was away from the scalp, the closest point on the scalp was found. The locations of the fiducial markers were chosen to adequately account for the curvature of the forehead while avoiding crowding the MRI scans. The most curved regions on the forehead composed of the leftmost detectors (ie, channels 1 and 2) and the rightmost detectors (ie, channels 15 and 16); these detectors were correctly identified with the vitamin E capsules. The remaining medial detectors lay atop of a relatively flat surface of the forehead; therefore, the detector locations were found by linear interpolation, taking into account of the actual geometry of the source and detector location and separation. Finally, the channel positions on the scalp were calculated as the midpoints of the source-detector pairs.
Reconstruction of Cortical Surface
Using Freesurfer, 51, 52 all MRIs were segmented into hemispheres (left, right) and surfaces (gray matter, white matter). The entire preprocessing stream ("Recon-all") was run for all participants. The surface-based segmentation was used to extract surface information for subsequent cortical projection. The program created a mesh of small triangles to represent the brain surface. The vertices of the triangles representing the pia surface (outer layer of gray matter) were extracted, using the Matlab function "read-surf.m," which is included in the Freesurfer software package. The extracted vertices in Freesurfer surface coordinates were then converted to volume (or world) coordinates (in millimeter; see explanation of coordinate system on Freesurfer website http://surfer.nmr. mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/CoordinateSystems).
Projection of Channel Location onto Cortical Surface
The cortical projection points of the fNIRS channels were determined using the balloon-inflation algorithm as described in Okamoto and Dan 23 (see Fig 4) . With the algorithm, 200 points on the cortical surface closest to a point on the scalp were selected, and their centroid was found. Then, a virtual rod was passed through the scalp point, through the calculated centroid, to the cortical surface. Three cortical surface points located within the rod were then selected, and their centroid was determined as the final cortical projection point. The virtual rod expanded in radius until the algorithm detected three cortical surface points encapsulated by the rod. The maximum radius was 5 mm. The Matlab function for the algorithm was obtained from the article authors. 23 It utilized the calculated channel coordinates on the scalp and pia surface coordinates obtained from previous steps.
Summation of Group Data
In order to compare different participants, each participant's raw structural MRI was segmented and normalized to an older adult template in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space, using the Clinical Toolbox for SPM8 (Statistical Parametric Mapping). 53 The older adult template in the Clinical Toolbox was developed based on healthy older adults (mean age 73 years; standard deviation 7.63 years) to replace the standard brain template, which was derived from young adults in SPM8. 54 The toolbox utilized the unified segmentation process of SPM8, 55, 56 which included both the segmentation and normalization procedures. The transformation parameters in the normalization process were extracted and applied to each participant's raw cortical projection points using Ged Ridgeway's Matlab function "map coords" (http://www0.cs. ucl.ac.uk/staff/G.Ridgway/vbm/map_coords.m). Group mean and standard deviation for each x, y, and z coordinates were calculated as follows: on the cortical surface closest to P are selected (green dots), and their centroid is found (P ce , purple asterisk). A virtual rod (blue cylinder) is passed from P, through P ce , to the cortical surface (green and gray dots). The three closest cortical surface points within the virtual rod are chosen, and their centroid is determined as the cortical projection point (P c , orange asterisk). Reprinted from Neuroimage, Vol 26, Okamoto M, Dan I., T Automated cortical projection of head-surface locations for transcranial functional brain mapping, pp 18-28, Copyright (2005), 23 with permission from Elsevier.
The MNI coordinates were further normalized to the Talairach brain atlas 57 using Matthew Brett's Matlab function, "mni2tal" (http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/ MniTalairach).
Results
Demographics and descriptive information for the 30 participants are summarized in Table 1 . The mean age in years was 72.73 ± 5.00. Fifty-three percent of participants were female. The low mean disease comorbidity score (GHS = 1.37) confirmed the relatively healthy nature of the sample. The mean RBANS total scaled score (96.80) was indicative of average cognitive function level (43rd percentile).
The group mean cortical projection points expressed in both MNI and Talairach coordinate systems are summarized in Table 2 . Standard deviations for x, y, and z dimensions are included to represent variability within sample.
Discussion
The goal of this study was to delineate brain morphology of fNIRS channels in the PFC in nondemented older adults. n = sample size; SD = standard deviation; GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale; GHS = Global Health Score (range 0-10) obtained from dichotomous rating (presence or absence) of diabetes, chronic heart failure, arthritis, hypertension, depression, stroke, Parkinson's disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, angina, and myocardial infarction; RBANS = Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status. Given that PFC morphology is significantly influenced by aging, fNIRS channel coordinates that were previously established by studies done in younger adults might have limited utility and generalizability to older adult fNIRS data. To our knowledge, this is the first study to determine the spatial correspondence between fNIRS and MRI in this population. We found 16 cortical projection points-points on the cortical surface closest to the fNIRS channel scalp locations-located in the PFC, based on labels probabilistically obtained from the Talairach atlas. 57 The projections points were further inspected visually on an older adult template to ensure accuracy. 54 The standard deviations of the coordinates are all within 10 mm, indicating minimal variability given the spatial resolution of our fNIRS system as permitted by the source-detector distance.
It is to be noted that these points are not precise locations of the fNIRS channel photon path. These are channel locations on the cortical surface without any depth information. Future studies should use these projection points as anchor points to create regions of interest (ROIs) to capture the fNIRS photon path. Cui et al 58 explored ROIs of various shapes (single points, spheres, spherical shells, and ellipses) and sizes. They correlated fNIRS signals with mean fMRI BOLD intensities within the ROIs and found that elliptical ROIs yielded the highest correlations. However, adjustments must be made to account for different temporal resolutions in these two modalities.
The cortical projection points are useful to future studies with stand-alone fNIRS data since individual MRIs are not always available. fNIRS offers critical advantages for research that requires portability, low cost, and higher temporal resolution, especially for studies that aim to determine cortical control of tasks that involve oral, upper limb, or lower limb motoric execution. Investigators can better understand their quantitative fNIRS findings with spatial information provided by our study. Our results can also be used as anchor points for virtual probabilistic registration methods. [24] [25] [26] [27] These cited papers used Okamoto et al's 20 coordinates based on the International 10-20 system electrode locations, which were derived from younger adults' MRIs. In order to capture the true anatomical structures (particularly in the PFC that is most vulnerable to the aging process), future fNIRS investigations in aging would benefit from using the coordinates provided by our study.
Our results provide future investigators added tools to employ fNIRS to study critical age-related processes, particularly ones that are dependent on the PFC. fNIRS measures changes in concentrations of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb, which may more directly elucidate the hemodynamic response than fMRI BOLD signals. Since the PFC is particularly sensitive to the effects of aging, 31, 34, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] the findings reported herein could be utilized by different studies that probe the role of the PFC in distinct cognitive paradigms in older adults. Indeed, a number of studies have demonstrated the usefulness of fNIRS as an instrument to study normal age-related changes in the PFC. [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] Consistent with previous findings using other neuroimaging modalities, more diffused activity in the PFC (bilateral) has been found in tasks requiring attention and working memory in older adults, compared to young adults. [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] Older adults are also found to recruit bilateral PFC during verbal fluency, which is previously thought to be a left hemisphere process. 59, [62] [63] [64] These findings suggest functional reorganization of the PFC to counteract anatomical decline. 31, 35, 36 Recent studies have also used fNIRS to study task-based brain activations associated with gait in older adults, which could not have been directly assessed using less flexible neuroimaging techniques that restricted motion. 44, 45 These studies confirmed the role of the PFC in the cognitive control of mobility, especially under conditions involving greater attentional demands (ie, in dual-task gait conditions). 44, 45 Most of the aforementioned studies used approximate brain regions to interpret their stand-alone fNIRS data. Findings from the current study can help these investigations, as well as future ones, in understanding the quantitative functional results in relation to their structure.
Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, although we aligned the fNIRS sensor with the nasion, the device may have shifted from the intended positions as the participants moved their heads. Second, only some of the fNIRS detectors and light sources were marked with vitamin-E fiducial markers and other locations were calculated linearly based on fixed distances between each detector-source pair. For future studies, using a 3-dimensional digitizer can ameliorate this problem by pinpointing the exact locations of each detector-source pair. Third, similar to other studies, there may be additional errors as result of multiple transformations of the raw data. Finally, this fNIRS-MRI coregistration study excluded left-handed individuals because it utilized data from a larger MRI study, which also involved cognitive tasks. In light of documented structural and functional brain differences between left and right handers, 66, 67 whether or not the results of this study will generalize to left-handed participants should be addressed in future research.
